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Going out to eat… who would have thought we would have taken that for granted? . . . .   Still, 

I caution everyone to follow the guidelines set forth by officials, maybe we are starting to get 

more normal a bit too early.   

Bayland Center is open, there are a few rules, like 50% occupancy and masks, but with very 

little interest in meeting there this month, we will again broadcast the July 7 meeting using the 

Zoom platform.  Watch your email for the invitation that has the details for the meeting.   

Thanks again to Jim Kelly for setting up another Div-8 event using the Zoom platform with 

Ray Byer showing almost everything he knows about Tortoise switch machines. Thanks Ray… 

be sure to check out most of the presentation on the Div-8 website.   

The presentation on Arduino computing has inspired me to consider what type animation can 

be added to our layouts.  I have started a pretty good list of things that can move to make them 

less static and more alive. The list starts with a boy flying a kite, painters, dancers on my 

dancing car and things like Barry Bog’s newest creation – a passenger chair car where the 

conductor walks the aisle and randomly stops to talk to passengers…  What can you think of?   

Send me your ideas and I will compile a mega-list – we can get Brian to create a page and add 

items as they arise…  Let’s not limit to just think about motion, thing about sounds like cows in 

the field with the cows’ heads raising and lowering, cars honking, machine shop welding/

sounds… not to mention gate crossings and stop lights on the corners of downtown streets.   

Use your imagination… 

Stay safe, and we will see online July 7…  

 

Kelly 
 

     Thoughts From the President   By Kelly Russell 

The Derail — July 2020 

July 7th Meeting  

The July meeting will be online. Please stay tuned, and check your emails for 

further details and log in instructions.  
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I’ve been interested in trains since I was a young lad.  I had an F7, some rolling stock, and even an oval of 

track on a 4’ x 8’ sheet of plywood.  Then I discovered girls.  That put trains on the back burner until several 

years after I got married. 

 

I started my first layout in 1979.  In 1983 I suffered a stroke that took me out of the hobby for a few years.  I 

resumed my work on the first layout in 1986.  Later, Gil and Gilbert Freitag helped me pour a river scene.  I 

was very happy with the river but not the layout overall (sound familiar?).  So I tore it down and started 

building my second layout in 2000.  I built a double deck layout with a helix because I could stand up.  I am 

still working on my second layout, but in the twenty years since it was started, I have had more difficulty 

standing for long periods as well as working under the layout. 

 

Don Bozman helped me design and build the second layout.  He built the helix that connects the two levels 

and did a lot of the wiring.  The layout represents the Southern Pacific in northern California or Colorado in 

the 1990s through today, depending on my mood and what equipment I want to run.  The track plan is a loop 

– to – loop that circles the lower level twice then ascends the helix to the upper level.  Reversing loops at 

both levels must be manually aligned for the trains to complete their journey (I would like to automate them).  

The lower level contains an engine service facility with roundhouse and turntable (see 3 pics below), a 

passenger siding with station and team track (see pic on right), and a freight line that 

bypasses the station track.  There is a small switching area where a second passenger 

train is stored and where industries can be switched. 

 

The helix has 3 – ½ turns and trains circle the upper level before reaching the 

reversing loop at the top of the helix.  The upper level contains a stub classification 

yard with 10 tracks (see pic on right) and a 3-track maintenance – of – way yard (see 

2 pics on left).  There is a 5-track stub 

intermodal yard (see 5 pics below), a 

loop track for continuous running, and a 

new stub siding with 3 industries (see pic 

on right). 

 

     Adapting to Change      By Rick Moerbe 
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In the last few years, I wanted to improve the performance of the railroad so that I could operate it from the 

comfort and convenience of my wheelchair.  I needed assistance in correcting a few “kinks” in the track-

work, fixing dead spots in the track, and adding a little more reliability to the operations.  I also wanted to 

add sound to several of my engines. 

 

One of the first improvements was adding a Tsunami sound decoder to my brass SD-40-2T tunnel motor.  

My wife had purchased it for me 40 years ago as a birthday present and it no longer ran well.  It was one of 

my favorite engines.  The engine was rebuilt by Mark Couvillion with new LED lighting and runs like brand 

new.  It sounds great!  (click here to watch TOFC Train Through Mountains video)  Mark installs decoders, 

lights, and sound in all of my engines since I am DCC illiterate, and, with my ataxia (trembling), it would be 

very difficult even if I did know what I was doing!  I have had multiple other engines rebuilt with sound 

decoders and bright LED lighting that makes the operation more realistic.  My engines include models by 

Athearn, Atlas, Intermountain, Kato, M.T.H and others.   

 

To improve operation on the upper level as my ability to stand has been reduced, I had a Proto 2000 GP-20 

converted to sound with LED lighting and working couplers at both ends (also by Mark).  Using a LOK-

Sound decoder and the Preci-Coupler activation system, I can uncouple anywhere on the layout from either 

end of the engine! (click here to watch GP-20 uncoupling video)  (click here to GP-20 at Yard Office video),  

Both my yards have HD color cameras at each end (see pic on left) 

that I can view from dual-input monitors under the upper level.  I 

can monitor which track is lined up and where I need to stop from 

my wheel chair without the need to stand up.  Freight Yard End – 

(see 2 pics on right), Freight Yard Throat – (see 2 pics below left), 

Intermodal Yard End – (see 2 pics below right).  All switch motor 

controls are within easy reach from the lower level. 

 

 

 

 

Recent attention to track work and rolling stock has improved the overall 

performance of the trains staying on the rails.  Cars and engines are accurately 

gauged, couplers are consistent (almost all are Kadee # 146) which helps improve 

the performance of the uncoupling from the GP-20, and cars are all weighted to at 

least NMRA standards, though I like them a bit heavier.  Crossover switches 

recently added to the entry gate (see pic on right) allow me to run a continuous 

     Adapting to Change      By Rick Moerbe 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Sh3_R567jgY
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3ss65uCfxII
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=FmlH0VFaVs0
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loop on the lower level.  I find that running a train in the background while I am 

working on the scenery is a great way to relax – it is my “zen”.   

 

I build much of my scenery as dioramas on my workbench in the garage.  These 

scenes are highly detailed and drop right in to their spot on the layout.  Most have 

extensive scale LED lighting.  

We have added small voltage regulators 

under the layout to control the voltage to 

the maximum that the LEDs require.  (see 

pic on left)  All LEDs are plugged into a 

2-conductor breadboard under the layout 

with NO resistors needed.  (see pic on 

right)  This is a quick and easy method to 

add uniform lighting to buildings or 

streets.   

 

     Adapting to Change      By Rick Moerbe 
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My livelihood for many years was commercial trucking.  

As such, it plays a central role in my layout.  I have a 

trucking center (see pic on left) with many trucks 

sporting custom “Mercury Transportation” decals (see 

pic below left) with my company’s logo (see pic right ).  

I have several scenes with heavy trucking on the move 

(See 3 pics below).   

 

 

 

 

 

I recently added a pipe yard since my trucking business moved an awful lot of pipe (See 3 pics below). 

Adjacent industries are a cement plant (below left) and an oil well with storage tanks (below right). 

     Adapting to Change      By Rick Moerbe 
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I intend to put a few more HD cameras on the railroad so that I can view inside the helix and in places that I 

just can’t reach.  The cameras are inexpensive and can see well in very low light.  I plan to install a few more 

sound decoders in my diesels and I have a desire to get at least one of my steam engines running with sound.  

There is a little more track to be improved, but not much.  The railroad runs very reliably with infrequent 

derailments.  I am really enjoying running my trains now.  The modifications made in the last few years have 

gone a long way to improving my satisfaction with the railroad.  I wanted everyone to know that just because 

you have a challenge in your life does not mean you have to stop doing what you enjoy.  You just need to be 

creative. 

 

Rick Moerbe  

 

     Adapting to Change      By Rick Moerbe 

     Mark’s Minute         By Mark Couvillion 

It can be difficult to determine the orientation of turnout points from a distance.  Many turnout 
motors include two single pole double throw (SPDT) electrical switches that change position 
as the internal motor throws the turnout.  An LED connected to the second SPDT switch of the 
turnout motor (the first one changes the polarity of the frog) can be used to light the aligned 
route of the turnout.  The LED can be placed between the rails or can be a dwarf signal 
adjacent to the turnout.  The LED between the rails can be either a single color (green or 
amber) or bi-color (red / green).  From a distance, the aligned route, especially through 
multiple turnouts, can be readily observed.  If more contacts are needed, connect the second 
SPDT switch to a DPDT or triple pole double throw (TPDT) relay and make your connections 
on the relay. 
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Figure 1 - A worker shovels coal from a railcar on the Albion station track to a truck parked on the team track. The coal will be used by an off-line 
customer. An HO Scale truck can be seen headed down Benton Road with a load of lumber. 

During my trip to the 2014 National Narrow Gauge 

Convention in Kansas City, MO, I purchased some 

vehicle kits from Wiseman Model Services. They have a 

line of O Scale kits for the early 1900s made of white 

metal castings that fit the era I was modeling. I put them 

away when I got home to focus on completing the 

structures and scenery for my layout. I came across one 

of the kits in my stash recently, a 1910 Ford Model T 

Touring Car.  

Ford introduced the Model T car in 1908. It was 

originally produced in their Piquette Ave plant in 

Detroit before moving to the larger Highland Park, 

Michigan plant. The car was available as a 4-seat 

Touring Car or a 2-Seat Roadster with a Rumble Seat. 

Some customers removed the rumble seat on the 

Roadster and added an aftermarket truck body. Ford 

eventually released the Model TT Truck in 1917 with 

heavier rear axles and greater hauling capacity. Until 

then, folks had to kit bash their own if they wanted a 

truck. 

I determined that I needed a truck on the layout, not a 

fancy touring car. After all, I was modeling rural Maine 

in the mid-1920s. And I already had a Ford Roadster 

and that Buick Touring Car I wrote about last month. 

So, a kit bash was in order. 

  Building a 1913 Ford Model T Flatbed Truck      By Pete Leach 

Figure 2 - The Kit Purchased at the 2014 NNGC. The fancy touring 
car wouldn't be needed on my layout 
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The Narrow Gauge & Short Line Gazette has been featuring a series of drawings and 3D renderings of early 

Ford trucks. The Jan/Feb-2019 issue included a drawing by Bill Gould of a 1913 Model T Delivery Truck 

with a wooden cab and a flat bed. This would be perfect for hauling coal, lumber, or other goods around my 

layout.  

My kit bash started by determining how to cut the chassis/lower body to match the Bill Gould drawing in the 

Gazette. I marked up the model using the scale drawing as a guide. The cut was made with a razor saw and 

an unbridled determination. A large file was used to clean up the cut. 

Figure 3 - The cast metal chassis was placed over the full-size Bill Gould drawing to determine where to make the cut. The rear is marked with an 
X to help me remember which end to save! 

Using the chassis front, a cab was built using styrene sheet and strips. The bench seat from the kit had to be 

narrowed to fit. The razor saw make quick work of it. The hood and radiator from the kit were assembled. 

Everything was placed on the front chassis temporarily to check the fit. 

Figure 4 - A cab was scratch built from styrene sheet and strips using the published drawing. These cabs appear to be homemade from wood. 
The bench seat was too wide to fit so the ends were cut off with a razor saw. 

  Building a 1913 Ford Model T Flatbed Truck      By Pete Leach 
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The rear of the truck was built using styrene sheet and strips. The drive train and rear axle were used from the 

kit, but the drive shaft had to be extended using brass tube. Getting the new styrene bed to adhere to the white 

metal casting was the hardest part of this build. Three different viscosities of ACC were used, along with 

clothes-pin clamps. After many, many tries, it finally held. I am still not sure why it was so difficult. 

Figure 5 - The drive train was built up using parts from the kit and a length of brass tube. The truck bed was built from styrene. Pieces of styrene 
were used to brace the extended drive train. 

The model now needed paint. I use spray cans of paint from the big box stores whenever possible. The metal 

chassis and front were painted using Rust-oleum® Automotive Primer Charcoal Gray. This color is great to 

simulate weathered black. The cab was painted Rust-oleum® Nutmeg Brown. A styrene sheet was cut and 

painted Charcoal Gray to form the roof. The flat bed was covered with pre-stained scale wood strips glued to 

the styrene frame. 

Figure 6 - Final assembly of the pre-painted components. Charcoal Gray represents a weathered black. Nutmeg Brown represents a wood body. 

  Building a 1913 Ford Model T Flatbed Truck      By Pete Leach 
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Before installing the roof, clear styrene was cut to fit inside all the windows. Ailene’s Tacky Glue works well 

to hold them in place. The plan was to use the truck to haul coal from the railroad to local factories and 

businesses. Wood strips were cut for stakes and glued to the sides of the bed. More boards were cut and 

glued to the inside of the stakes to secure the lose load. 

Since the truck would represent a well-used vehicle over 10-years old, heavy weathering would be in order. 

The roads in this part of Maine were unpaved in the mid-1920s. Lots of dirt and grime. Painting the model 

Charcoal Gray instead of Flat Black helps enhance the weathering process. Well known modeler Lance 

Mindheim is a master at weathering. His tip is to not use pure black or pure white on our models. They tend 

to fade and weather quickly in the real world. 

Various colors of Pan Pastels were used to add rust, dirt, and grime. It’s important to apply in light layers and 

stopping before over doing it. I used a heavier hand than normal because I wanted the truck to appear well 

used. 

Figure 7 - The completed truck is getting some weathering. There are no hard-paved roads in rural Maine in 1925 so it is important to avoid pure 
black and shiny surfaces. 

 

This project was certainly more difficult than the Buick car last month. It did remind me of the efforts of 
those that kit bashed the real Model T’s over a hundred years ago. Well, more projects await so it’s Back to 
the Bench! 

  Building a 1913 Ford Model T Flatbed Truck      By Pete Leach 
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 Realistic Operations On Your Model Railroad 38         By Al Partlow 

This month, we will be taking a detailed look at “Transload Facilities” and how they can be included on your 

model railroad.    

The concept of transloading freight from rail car to truck or vice versa goes back to the days of the Team 

Track or Public Freight Track provided by railroads to shippers and receivers of rail freight where the shipper 

or receiver had no rail spur on their property.  In the early days horse drawn teams pulled wagons to the 

nearest “team track” to transload various materials to or from rail cars.  In more modern times, trucks 

replaced the horse drawn wagons and enabled the transloading of larger and more diverse shipments. 

Today, the use of transload facilities has become a more and more important component of the logistics/

supply chain process.  Some transload locations specialize in a specific commodity such as plastic pellets or 

corn syrup, while others handle a variety of products such as bulk liquids or building materials or several 

different commodities. 

For the modern era railroad modeler, the transload facility has many appealing characteristics to offer.  

Layout space is really not an issue when including this type of facility, as you can have as few as one track or 

as many tracks as space allows.  Prototype sites are configured both stub-ended as well as double-ended 

depending on the amount of property available.  There are even transload facilities with curved trackage, 

although this does present a visibility issue during switching operations. 

Transload facilities allow the modeler to expand their freight car fleet, as cars may now be included on the 

layout where industries that would have shipped or received that type of equipment are not modeled.  This 

also allows the modeler to purchase really unique types of equipment that would not have been prototypical 

on a layout, but may now be handled through the transload facility, even on an infrequent basis.   

Older and smaller motive power may also be utilized in a transload facility allowing the modeler to repurpose 

older locomotives that are no longer suitable for mainline service.  Mobile rail car movers such as 

Trackmobiles are also used in this type of facility, especially when switching operations are minimal. 

With all of the prototypical tractor trailer equipment now available in most scales, it is also possible to 

include various types of these vehicles in a transload facility.  A little research as to what over-the-road 

equipment is appropriate for the operation you are modeling and you can really add interest to the location. 

Modern structures are also becoming more and more readily available in most scales.  If what you need is not 

available commercially, you can always scratch build or kitbash a reasonable likeness of the structure you 

need.  Manufacturers such as Rix Products and Walthers offer really nice modern buildings. 

Finally, transload facilities are located throughout the country so it is possible to visit actual sites, take 

photographs and personally observe both rail and truck operations in real time. 

 Let’s look at some examples of several prototype transload facilities around the country and explore the role 

they play in the distribution process. 

One of the major transload players in the U.S. and Mexico is Bulkmatic, which specializes primarily in the 

handling of dry bulk and bulk liquid products from rail to truck.  Their facilities are located at eastern, central 

and southwest points in the U.S., as well as throughout Mexico.  Their facility in this area is located in Alvin, 

TX and is served by the BNSF Railway.  The major products handled include dry and liquid chemicals, food 

grade products, and plastics.  Conveyor, pneumatic and liquid transfers are performed at their facilities.  They 

also provide warehousing and trucking services.  While modeling this size facility would require a significant 

amount of layout space, the switching and operational possibilities would be unlimited.   
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 Realistic Operations On Your Model Railroad 38         By Al Partlow 

A good example of a single commodity transload facility is the Savage Bakken Petroleum Services facility in 

Trenton, ND.  This fifty-acre site has a 250 tank car capacity and loads both crude oil unit trains as well as 

cars for manifest trains.  The location has five large storage tanks as well as pipeline connections.  The site 

has access to the BNSF.  Savage does their own switching at the facility, typically with older four axle 

motive power.  While the entire facility would require a large amount of layout space to model, selective 

compression would allow for a good part of the location to be modeled.  If space is more limited, then several 

stub-ended tracks could be used to handle blocks of cars from manifest trains and still have plenty of 

operating interest. 

The transloading of plastic pellets is a major industry in the Texas Gulf Coast area.  Frontier Logistics has 

numerous locations in our area with services that include the transloading, packaging and warehousing of 

various types of plastic pellets produced by plants along the Gulf Coast.  Frontier has their own locomotives 

and rail car movers to facilitate efficient movement of covered hoppers at their sites.  If you are a modern era 

Texas modeler, covered hoppers should be a significant part of your freight car fleet and a plastics transload 

facility would be an interesting addition to your layout.  Both the UP and BNSF are utilized in moving this 

traffic to and from the Houston area.  

Another interesting transload operation is the Twin Eagle Frac Sand facility near Big Spring, TX.  Located 

on the UP, this facility unloads unit trains of frac sand into silos which ultimately is loaded into trucks for 

delivery to well sites.  While this sort of operation would require considerable layout space in order to 

include a loop track, it would provide some interesting operating possibilities.            

The last transload operation we will look at is the new RCR Rail facility near Hempstead, TX which opened 

this past year.  This is a unique location for the Houston area as it is the first of this type of site to be located 

on the west side of Houston.  The rail switching and transloading services are provided by R. J. Corman and 

the site is served by the UP.  The facility is currently handling tank cars for transloading, but also has space 

allocated on the property to 

construct warehousing for 

handling other types of 

commodities.  Modeling this 

facility would definitely provide 

for some interesting switching 

opportunities and keep operators 

busy for an extended period of 

time.  Having UP road trains 

delivering and picking up cars 

from the site would make for 

additional activity. 

If you are a modern era modeler, 

consider some type of transload 

facility on your layout.  The 

operational aspects of this sort 

of industry could provide hours 

of operating fun for you and 

your friends.            

   4J Energy LPG Transload Facility at Brownsville, TX 
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 Realistic Operations On Your Model Railroad 38         By Al Partlow 

   

 

      

     

 

 

 Congratulations, Pete Leach MMR!          

Make sure to read Pete Leach’s 

article about his path to 

becoming a Master Model 

Railroader on page 54-55 in the 

June 2020 NMRA Magazine.  

Seven Rivers Frac Sand Transload Location at Winona, MN 

Genesee & Wyoming Bulk Transload Site at Sanford, NC  
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  The Adventures of ARMH 787070 on the Mystic Branch  By Gene Mangum 

ARMH 787070 is a 55’ double plug-door insulated boxcar (RBL) owned by the Missouri Pacific Railroad 

(MoPac). It is boxcar red, has a 5100 cubic foot capacity, and was built by Evans in January of 1975. The 

nominal weight capacity is 65 tons. The term “RBL” is shorthand for Refrigerator, Bunkerless, with Load 

restraining devices. It also features a cushioned underframe. The 16' wide door opening makes loading and 

unloading easier plus the closed double-plug-doors creates a smooth, sealed opening inside the car. ARMH 

787070 normally carries temperature sensitive loads such as non-perishable produce, canned goods, beer and 

ale. It also carries valuable wood working parts such as cabinet grade lumber and trim. It is still in service in 

the fall of 1980 when this adventure begins. See Figure 1. 

The Adventure Begins 

The Mystic Adventure for ARMH 787070 begins in Round Rock, TX at the Coffee Wholesale, USA 

warehouse. HEB food stores have been dealing with Coffee Wholesale, USA for several years. Once the 

products were ordered, the warehouse manager ordered a car from the MoPac agent and ARMH 787070 was 

delivered. The car was then loaded with various coffee related products and was destined for the Team Track 

in Val Verde, TX for pickup by the local HEB distribution center.  

Once loaded, the car was picked up by a local MoPac freight and transferred to the Austin, TX yard. It was 

then sent to San Antonio in a through MoPac freight and interchanged with the Southern Pacific. At the SP 

San Antonio yard, ARMH 787070 was switched into the cut of cars destined for the Mystic Branch, the 

SATKVT (San Antonio, TX – Kerrville TX). The next morning SATKVT left the San Antonio yard at 4:40 

AM proceeding up the Mystic Branch through Val Verde and Mystic and arrived in the Kerrville yard at 6:55 

AM, where the car was switched into the VVT (Val Verde Turn). 

ARMH 787070 in Val Verde 

The VVT left the Kerrville yard at 8:20 AM and arrived in Val Verde at 9:55 AM. ARMH 787070 was 

switched onto the Val Verde Team Track. See Figure 2. 

 

Figure 1 - ARMH 787070 
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  The Adventures of ARMH 787070 on the Mystic Branch  By Gene Mangum 

The Val Verde Station Agent notified the HEB distribution warehouse and a truck was dispatched to unload 

the freight car. The HEB crew unloaded the car in one day…a record. See Figure 3.  

Figure 2 – ARMH 787070 arrives in Val Verde 

Figure 3 - ARMH 787070 Being unloaded 
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  The Adventures of ARMH 787070 on the Mystic Branch  By Gene Mangum 

As the unloading was completed, the Val Verde Station Agent received a call from the Kerrville Agent. The 

Mystic Agent had informed him that the Valley Produce Association in Mystic needed an empty RBL to 

transport some non-perishable produce back to the Austin, TX area. So, ARMH 787070 was moved back to 

Kerrville on the next day’s VVT, arriving in Kerrville at 12:20 PM 

ARMH 787070 in Mystic 

ARMH 787070 was then switched into the MYT (Mystic Turn). The MYT was dispatched for Mystic at 1:40 

PM and the crew on the MYT then transferred the RBL to the Valley Produce Association in Mystic at about 

3:00 PM. See Figure 4. By the way, the railroad figures that you see here and in Figure 1 travel with every 

train and are used in all switching maneuvers.  

Once the car was verified to be clean, the Valley Produce Association Personnel began loading ARMH 

787070 using a forklift to move pallets loaded with bags of pecans and crates of apples. See Figure 5. 

Figure 2 – ARMH 787070 arrives in Val Verde 

Figure 4 - ARMH 787070 Arrives at Valley Produce Association 

Figure 5 - ARMH 787070 being loaded at Valley Produce Association in Mystic 
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  The Adventures of ARMH 787070 on the Mystic Branch  By Gene Mangum 

As the car was loaded the load restraining devices were connected across the car. It took the rest of the 

afternoon and the following morning to finish loading the car. The car is destined for Segovia Produce in 

Austin, TX. ARMH 787070 was transferred back to the Kerrville yard via the afternoon MYT.  

ARMH 787070 Leaves the Branch  

The RBL was switched into the evening KVTSAT (Kerrville, TX – San Antonio, TX) which departed 

Kerrville for San Antonio at 7:05 PM. See Figure 6.  

The KVTSAT arrived in the San Antonio yard at 9:35 PM. The San Antonio Yard crew then broke up the 

freight and spotted the RBL on the transfer track. Overnight, ARMH 787070 was moved to the San Antonio 

MoPac yard as a part of a transfer run. Once there, the car was switched into the afternoon through freight to 

Austin, TX. Once in Austin, the yard crew switched the car into a local freight which delivers to several 

Austin rail-served industries. ARMH 787070 was delivered to Segovia Produce and spotted at Door C. The 

produce house personnel then unloaded the car. The Produce house warehouse manager then notified the 

Austin MoPac Agent that the car could be picked up.  

ARMH 787070 was then picked up by a local freight and transferred to the Austin yard for its next 

assignment. And with this, the Mystic Adventure for ARMH 787070 ends. 

Well that’s it for this month. See you next month with a new topic!  

Figure 6 - ARMH 787070 Leaves Kerrville on the KYTSAT 
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  Derail Archives September 2012         Submitted by Richard Louvet 

Coast to Coast by Coach 

By Richard B. Setterlund 

During my working years as well as the subsequent years of retirement I took many trips to many places. 
Most of these trips were by plane and the travel time, including overseas trips, were usually measured in 
hours. I recently found some photographs from a trip taken in 1956 that was by ship and train which took 
over a week to complete and 56 years later I can still recall some of the details. 

The story began in the summer of 1954. At that time, I had completed two years of junior college in 
California plus two more years at the University of North Dakota working toward a degree in engineering. 
Since I had attended college for four years, I was fair game for the draft during the summer. I was drafted 
and passed my physical and took my basic training at Fort Ord in California. I applied for Officer Candidate 
School but later changed my mind which caused me to be separated from my training unit. 

When my orders came through, they directed me to travel by air to Camp Kilmer, New Jersey to await the 
next troop ship to Germany.  After about a week of waiting, I sailed to Bremerhaven, a port in northern 
Germany. From Bremerhaven I traveled by troop train to an army base near Zweibrucken in southern 
Germany for classification and assignment. I was assigned to the 77th Armored Infantry, a security company 
in Bremerhaven and was sent north with about a dozen other replacements. 

As I found out later, our group was an unusual one in that each of us had multiple years of college. We were 
selected because the commander of the 77th had complained that the average education of the men in his 
company was below the sixth grade and the average took a jump when we reported there. In my case it 
turned out well. Bremerhaven was an enclave in the British 
occupied zone of West Germany under control of the US 
Army and I liked being in a small unit in a large city as 
opposed to serving in a large unit in the countryside. 

The base had units from the Army, Air Force and Navy but 
was much smaller than it had been in the years just after 
WW2. 

About six months after reporting for duty, I obtained keys to 
a defunct model railroad club on the base. The club had 
never completed the layout and while it had bench work and 
track, there were no rolling stock or control components. I 
purchased a German HO gauge train set and operated it in 
the clubhouse when I was able. The train ran smoothly and 
was far superior the American HO layout I had tried to build 
about six years earlier. 

I learned that the Army had a tree month early release 
program that would allow me to re-enter college in the fall.  
I applied and was accepted. When my papers came through, 
I started sailing home a few days later. In troop ships, the 
cabin space is 

reserved for officers and those traveling with dependents. 
My group, traveling to Fort Ord in California traveled below 
deck as seen below. I am at the right. 
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  Derail Archives September 2012         Submitted by Richard Louvet 

After a rough trip during which we had to spend our time in our crowded quarters, we eventually docked at 
the Brooklyn Military Terminal. Our assigned bus took us to the CNJ railroad terminal in Jersey City which I 
remember as being a dark and dingy place. Waiting for us were many old heavyweight coaches. We found our 
way into our assigned cars and settled in for our trip not knowing where we were headed or when we would 
leave. We arrived later in the day in Washington, DC 

The station in Washington was clean and modern and a sharp contrast to the one in Jersey City. It was a short 
walk to the Capitol; however, we were not allowed to leave the station and most of us hung around the bar. I 
saw a friend across the room and picked up my beer to join him. I was stopped and told that carrying a drink 
was not permitted and that I would have to have a waitress move it, which I did. To this day, this was the only 
place I have ever encountered this rule. 

We were notified that our cars were attached to a B & O passenger train and we could board. I remember that 
our cars were locked out from the civilian cars forward and, also, that the route was quite scenic. The next day 
we rolled into downtown Chicago. Based on what I have since learned, we were in the former Grand Central 
Terminal, which was far from impressive. 

Along with a few others, I went forward to look at the streamlined diesel engine that had brought us to 
Chicago and talk to the crew. They said that it took a lot of seniority to run these engines which explains why 
both looked to be in their sixties 

The stop in Chicago was a long one and we found a place to eat and then went to a bar near the station to 
await our departure. While were in the bar a group of men loudly stated that the military was highly paid 
compared to when they served. We went over to them and explained that we were draftees headed home plus 
what we were actually paid. They changed their tune and bought us a round of beers and we returned the 
favor. At the designated hour we staggered aboard our home on wheels. 

The next day found us rolling through the Rocky Mountains along the route of the Union Pacific. The 
photograph below was taken in Green River, Wyoming. 
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  Derail Archives September 2012         Submitted by Richard Louvet 

We made one more hook up in Utah, however, I ‘m not sure if it was to a Union Pacific or to a Western 
Pacific passenger train. The main thing was that we were allowed into the rest of the train. The photograph 
below shows me having a cool one in the dome lounge. 

The train ride ended in Oakland, California where we were boarded buses for the final leg to Fort Ord. Fort 
Ord had a railroad station, but it had not been used as such when I first went there. When I arrived as a recruit, 
we were pulled off the train in Salinas in the middle of the night and driven to the base in 2½ ton trucks. On 
my return to civilian life, I left Fort Ord by bus in daylight which is also the name of the train I rode from 
Salinas back to Los Angeles.  
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   Happy July Birthdays! 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

     Celebration Corner                  By Divina Gato-Hogno 

Laurie Lind, beautiful wife of Chuck Lind, MMR. 

Kelly, taken outside braced box car currently located at the 

Frisco Train Museum during 2019 LSR convention excursion. 

Mark programming Bob Sabol’s brother’s brass engine. 

Mark Couvillon 

Kelly Russell Laurie Lind 

Gene Mangum 

Gene happily operating the Mystic Branch. 
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     Celebration Corner                  By Divina Gato-Hogno 

 

 

 

Barry Bogs, MMR 

Barry and son Blake are on the far right. Barry portrayed Grenville Dodge of the 

Union Pacific, in the reenactment ceremony at Promontory Summit, Utah. According 

to Barry, “This was one of the highlights of my year and life! I was there in 1969, and 

then in 2019. I want my son to visit there again in 2069, and celebrate the 200 year 

anniversary, as I will not live that long.” 
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     Remembering Bert Toro              By Divina Gato-Hogno 

 

Bert was married to Emily Toro, who died in 2007. He is survived by his two children, Julie 
Toro Wood and Daniel Toro, two grandkids, Christopher Kirk and Sawyer Toro. 

Bert Toro began working on model trains in 1969 and started building his first layout in 1972 
after enclosing his two-car garage and adding an extra 10 feet so he would have enough space.  
Bert hand laid all of his track and hand built all of his trestles building a layout based on the 
Denver and Rio Grande Railroad through Durango and Silverton, Colorado.  He had two 
layouts, one in HO on the bottom layer and Narrow gauge above to give the perspective that 
these trains were further up the mountains.  Each of the mountains he built were made from 
plaster casts from rocks in Colorado.  Bert would take his family on vacation to Colorado and 
would come home with photos of trains for reference and a trunk full of rocks so he could 
make molds.  Every tree on his layout was also made by hand (using child labor, his kids, to 
make them).  Bert would painstakingly build his brass engines first by cutting everything off 
and rebuilding it to look exactly like a real engine, even painting on the rust and dust.   

For many years Bert and his wife Emily would open their home to busloads of people coming 
to see his layout for the various model railroad open houses.  Bert was a member of the San 
Jacinto Model Railroad Club for many years and built several layouts for the Houston Model 
Train Show. He won many ribbons and trophies for his cars and engines during National 
Model Railroad Association/Lone Star Region Conventions. 

Bert and two of his friends started a company called Crummy Products (cabooses were called 
crummy because they had no creature comforts).  They sold build-your- own trestle kits, 
tunnel arches made from plaster, handmade trees, building fronts and rubber molds made from 
those rocks we collected in Colorado along with other DIY kits. Unfortunately, Bert was 
diagnosed with Parkinson’s in the late 90s and had to give up building his beloved trains.  Bert 
died in January 2014 from complications due to Parkinson's. 

 

 Bert in the center of photo with a fellow model-railroader  Ad for Bert Toro’s company “Crummy Products” 
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     Remembering Bert Toro              By Divina Gato-Hogno 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 More ribbons from the NMRA/LSR Convention contests. 

Donation to San Jacinto Model Railroad Club by Julie Toro-Wood from Bert Toro’s model-train supplies. 

Part of Bert Toro’s layout 
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     Arduino Sources                By Richard Louvet 

After my clinic in June, I promised to publish some Arduino sources in the Derail. Here they are: 

Books 
Arduino Cookbook 3rd Edition 
Margolis, Jepson & Weldon - O’Reilly Media, Inc. 

Want to create devices that interact with the physical world? This cookbook is perfect for anyone who wants 
to experiment with the popular Arduino microcontroller and programming environment. You will find more 
than 200 tips and techniques for building a variety of objects and prototypes such as IoT solutions, 
environmental monitors, location and position-aware systems, and products that can respond to touch, sound, 
heat, and light. Updated for the Arduino 1.8 release, the recipes in this third edition include practical examples 
and guidance to help you begin, expand, and enhance your projects right away—whether you’re an engineer, 
designer, artist, student, or hobbyist. 

 Get up to speed on the Arduino board and essential software concepts quickly 
 Learn basic techniques for reading digital and analog signals 
 Use Arduino with a variety of popular input devices and sensors 
 Drive visual displays, generate sound, and control several types of motors 
 Connect Arduino to wired and wireless networks 
 Learn techniques for handling time delays and time measurement 
 Apply advanced coding and memory-handling techniques 
Getting Started with Arduino: The Open Source Electronics Prototyping Platform (Make) 3rd Edition 

Bard & Shiloh - Maker Media, Inc. 

Arduino is the open source electronics prototyping platform that has taken the Maker Movement by storm. 
This thorough introduction, updated for the latest Arduino release, helps you start prototyping right away. 
From obtaining the required components to putting the final touches on your project, all the information you 
need is here! Getting started with Arduino is a snap. To use the introductory examples in this guide, all you 
need is an Arduino Uno or Leonardo, along with a USB cable and an LED. The easy-to-use, free Arduino 
development environment runs on Mac, Windows, and Linux. 

In Getting Started with Arduino, you will learn about: 

 Interaction design and physical computing 
 The Arduino board and its software environment 
 Basics of electricity and electronics 
 Prototyping on a solderless breadboard 
 Drawing a schematic diagram 
 Talking to a computer--and the cloud--from Arduino 
 Building a custom plant-watering system 
Model Railroad Animation 

Bradt & Bradt – Paul Bradt 

The purpose of this book is to show basic animation examples and detailed how-to instructions to get the new 
animator started. The book explains the basics and how to use the powerful standard Arduino board. It has 135 
pages full of figures that show how to construct many different animation model railroad projects. Also, easy 
to read schematics to help build the systems. The authors encourage the model railroader to dream, research, 
build, and explore other unique ways of using the tools outlined in this book. 

Arduino Model Railroad Signals: And Other Projects 

Bradt & Bradt – Paul Bradt 

This book provides basic ideas for the model railroad enthusiast to develop automated signal projects. Most of 
these projects are HO scale, however there is one G scale semaphore signal. It also provides the basics on 
using and programming the Arduino micro-controller. These projects are great starting points for projects that 
specifically fit the model railroader’s own system. If interested in more advanced projects, please see our 
Arduino Intermediate Model Railroad projects. 
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     Arduino Sources             By Richard Louvet 

Full Projects on the Web 
Arduino Project Hub 
https://create.arduino.cc/projecthub/projects/tags/trains/ 
The Model Railroading with Arduino project 
https://mrrwa.org/  
 

Web Sites 
Arduino 
https://www.arduino.cc/ 
This Company offers a range of software tools, hardware platforms and documentation enabling almost 
anybody to be creative with technology. 
This is the source for the Arduino Integrated Development Environment (IDE), the basic programming tool 
for Arduino. It sells the board itself and many add-ons (shields). There are coding examples, tutorials and user 
groups. 
Adafruit 
https://www.adafruit.com/category/17 
Another source for hardware with support.  
Google 
https://www.google.com/ 
Not a source in itself but typing “Arduino” and “model railroad” in your query will bring up a surprising 
number of specific videos, websites, articles, and vendors. 
 
This is not an extensive list. The number resources for Arduino is huge. Even Amazon has 20 pages of Arduino 

related products. I am sure the San Jac members will be sharing their projects in the future. 

   June Meeting Minutes    Submitted by Dick Louvet  
President Kelly Russell called the Zoom meeting to 
order at 7:08. There were no visitors, but Frank 
Wyatt was able to log-in even though he cannot 
attend meetings in person. There was some 
discussion on continuing with hybrid live and Zoom 
meetings in the future. 
 
Clinic 
Dick Louvet presented an overview of the Arduino 
Microprocessor to familiarize the group of its 
capabilities for model railroading. It was difficult to 
gauge the reception, but the clinic precipitated 
questions and discussion. 
 
Treasurer’s Report 
The May minutes were approved as published. Thank 
you to Gene Magnum. 
 
The May bank balance was $16,709.49. Expenses 
were $325 to thank the Derail editor, $1000 as final 
settlement for LSR2020, $120 to renew our website, 
and a $3000 deposit for next year’s GHTS.  
 
Lone Star Region 
Visit http://www.texasgulfdivision.org/ for clinic 
information. Clinics are being held over Zoom. 

Membership Committee 
Our Facebook is at https://www.facebook.com/San-
Jacinto-Model-Railroad-Club-112449312120157/ 
Our Twitter is at https://twitter.com/SJMRRC 
Our Groups.io is at SJMRRC@Groups.io 
 
Derail 
Bob Sabol expressed Terri’s appreciation for our 
acknowledgement of her help. 
 
Facebook 
Divina Hogno was contacted by the widow of Bert 
Toto to donate her husband’s model material. Contact 
Divina for information. 
 
The meeting was adjourned at 8:20 
 
After the meeting, the discussion of hybrid meetings 
continued. 
 
Respectively submitted, 
 
Dick Louvet 
Secretary/Treasurer 

https://create.arduino.cc/projecthub/projects/tags/trains/
https://mrrwa.org/
https://www.arduino.cc/
https://www.adafruit.com/category/17
https://www.google.com/
http://www.texasgulfdivision.org/
https://www.facebook.com/San-Jacinto-Model-Railroad-Club-112449312120157/
https://www.facebook.com/San-Jacinto-Model-Railroad-Club-112449312120157/
https://twitter.com/SJMRRC
mailto:SJMRRC@Groups.io
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Officers 

Derail Staff 

San Jac RR Club Meetings take place the 

first Tuesday of each month at 7pm 
 

Bayland Community Center    

6400 Bissonnet St. Houston, TX 
 

Click here for directions 

Visitors are always welcome! 

Conductor: Bob Sabol 

bsabol@stillmeadow.com 

Engineer: Terri Brogoitti 

tbrogoitti@stillmeadow.com 

 

Brakemen:  

Mark Couvillion    

 (mark_couvillion@hotmail.com)  

David N. Currey  

 (texasandlouisiana@msn.com) 

Divina Gato-Hogno 

 (d.gatohogno@gmail.com) 

Brian Jansky (brianj844@gmail.com) 

Pete Leach MMR (pleachtx55@gmail.com) 

Richard Louvet (secretary@sanjacmodeltrains.org) 

Gene Mangum (vice-president@sanjacmodeltrains.org) 

Al Partlow (alswitch@aol.com) 

Jeff Williams (mellowmiata@hotmail.com) 

 

 Video Corner 

 

 

D&RGW 315:  

Freight Run to Cumbres   

 

The Derail — July 2020 

President:  Kelly Russell  

president@sanjacmodeltrains.org 

Vice President: Gene Mangum  

vice-president@sanjacmodeltrains.org 

Secretary/Treasurer: Richard (Dick) Louvet  

secretary@sanjacmodeltrains.org 

Director at Large:  Tom Bailey  

tfbailey@sbcglobal.net 

Past President: Robert (Bob) Barnett MMR 

rbarnett@ljaengineering.com  

Next Meeting 

TUESDAY, JULY 7 AT 7PM 

ONLINE MEETING 

“TEACHING MODEL RAILROADING”  

BY JAYC WILLIAMS 

 

MEMBERS: CHECK YOUR UPCOMING 

EMAILS FOR DETAILS AND THE LINK.  
 

 

At Home Refreshments:  

your drink & dessert of choice 

www.sanjacmodeltrains.org  

Webmaster: Brian Jansky  

http://maps.google.com/maps?q=Bayland+Community+Center+6400+Bissonnet+St.+Houston,Tx&oe=utf-8&rls=org.mozilla:en-US:official&client=firefox-a&um=1&ie=UTF-8&sa=N&hl=en&tab=wl
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mailto:pleachtx55@gmail.com
mailto:secretary@sanjacmodeltrains.org
mailto:vice-president@sanjacmodeltrains.org
mailto:alswitch@aol.com
mailto:mellowmiata@hotmail.com
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCwiCX_zXJfeZPON39mHFKcA
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCwiCX_zXJfeZPON39mHFKcA
mailto:president@sanjacmodeltrains.org
mailto:vice-president@sanjacmodeltrains.org
mailto:secretary@sanjacmodeltrains.org
mailto:tfbailey@sbcglobal.net
mailto:rbarnett@ljaengineering.com
http://www.sanjacmodeltrains.org/
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